Tom Marshall’s Weekly News, May 18, 2009
“Old 98” of the Wilmington & Western Rail Road: Yesterday, when the Wilmington & Western Railroad
(W & W) celebrated the 100th Birthday of its flagship locomotive #98, I was asked to say a few words about its
history and how it came to Delaware. Several said they would like a copy of my remarks, but there was no text,
so I will try to set down here what I think I said.
The Mississippi Central Railroad was an east-west line 149 miles long across southern Mississippi from
Hattiesburg on the main line of the Southern Railway to Natchez on the Mississippi River. There were two
passenger trains daily in each direction with 35 station stops on the six-hour trip.
In 1908 the railroad ordered two high-drivered 4-4-0 “American-type” locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company in Schenectady, New York. They were delivered in the first months of 1909 and, with
their 69-inch driving wheels, were undoubtedly the fastest engines on the line. They were numbered 98 and 99,
and it is assumed that each would normally make one round-trip, or about 300 miles, per day. It appears there
were four stretches where the distance between stations was 7 miles, and the fast-stepping “Americans” would
likely clock this off in as many minutes. Number 99 was scrapped, probably in the 1930s, but W&W #98 has
now passed its 100th birthday and is still going strong.
In the latter half of the 19th century, about 2/3 of the locomotives on American railroads were 4-4-0s, and the
original Wilmington & Western (later the Landenberg Branch of the B & O Railroad) was no exception. In
1900 the two locomotives in service on the Branch were #622 and #638, similar to but somewhat smaller than
#98. When the concept of reviving passenger service with steam locomotives was dreamed up by the Marshalls
in the late 1950s, it seemed imperative that a 4-4-0 be located to serve the line through the Red Clay Valley.
Although the first locomotive saved from the scrap heap was a 2-6-0 “Mogul-type” purchased from Canadian
National Railways at London, Ontario, in 1959 (it arrived at Yorklyn in early November that year), the dream of
finding a 4-4-0 had not vanished. By year’s end, one had been found, and for sale, on the private railroad of
Paulsen Spence, which he called the Louisiana Eastern, near Hammond, Louisiana. I visited Spence’s place and
rode in the cab of #98 in early January 1960, and soon thereafter my father and I bought the locomotive for
scrap price. For an additional fee, Spence agreed to perform some needed repairs and prepare boiler
specification papers so it could be used again on a common-carrier railroad.
A final lease from the B & O allowing the Wilmington & Western to operate on weekends on its Landenberg
Branch was not consummated until late in 1965, and since it seemed desirable to use #98 sooner, the Strasburg
Railroad, then in its second year of revived operation, agreed to accept it on the Strasburg with a cooperative
arrangement with W & W volunteers. With a rider aboard the cab, it was towed on its own wheels from
Louisiana to Strasburg, arriving in the spring of 1961. When the federal boiler inspector representing the
Interstate Commerce Commission took a look at the boiler and the papers supplied by Mr. Spence, he shook his
head and said it would never run on the Strasburg. The rumor spread that it would never run again, but the W &
W volunteers would not give up.
In 1964 the locomotive was towed to Wilmington, again on its own wheels, and was stored in one of the old
American Car and Foundry buildings in east Wilmington, until the new W & W engine house at Marshallton on
the Landenberg Branch could house it in 1966. A retired DuPont Company engineer named Wesstrom made
new calculations and fabricated new boiler drawings that were approved by the ICC, the boiler was re-tubed,
new gusset braces were attached to the front head, and #98 finally entered service on the W & W in 1973.
Removed twice from service for extended periods, it was completely rebuilt by volunteers and by outside
contract from 1998 to 2004, when it re-entered service literally “better than new.” Today, it is believed to be the
only standard-gauge American-type (4-4-0) steam locomotive still operating in the United States.
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